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Evolution - a biologist’s point of 
view

Cosmos: A Personal Voyage (Carl Sagan), E. 2
(video available on YouTube)
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Biological evolution – a theorist’s point of view

The process of finding the global maximum (the best adapted organism) in 
the “fitness space” of all possible discrete states (genotypes) with many local 
fitness maxima. 
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Tools/models of statistical physics/applied math can be applied to biological evolution

“Fitness 
landscape”



Why should we care?

• Evolution of new 
pathogens

• Evolution of 
resistance to 
antibiotics

• Evolution of cancer 
cells (different 
stages of cancer, 
resistance to 
chemotherapy)

cancer progression (Novell 1976)

USA
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Two processes govern biological evolution
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• natural selection: best 
adapted organisms 
outcompete less adapted ones
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• Genetic drift: random 
sampling causes fluctuations 
in the number of organisms



The Moran process – a simple 
model of selection and drift

Population of fixed size N
Two types of organisms A and B
• A reproduces with rate 1
• B reproduces with rate r = 1+s
s = selective advantage

In each time step:
• A or B is chosen for reproduction
Prob(A) = NA /(NA+rNB) 
Prob(B) = rNB /(NA+rNB) 
• A or B is chosen for death
Prob(A) = NA/N,  Prob(B) = NB/N
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one time
step

 Moran, P. A. P. (1958). "Random processes in 
genetics"



10 independent runs, N=40, NB(n=0)=10, s=0

NB eventually reaches either 0 or N and remains there – “absorbing states”

NB=N  fixation of B (A wiped out)
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The fate of new mutations

extinction

fixation

rate µ N

µ  = mutation rate

Pfix

1-Pfix

µ



Fixation probability - classical 
result

selective advantage s

Pfix

Fixation probability is linear in the selective advantage s



All this is valid ONLY for 
carefully designed lab 

experiments

Chemostat
McGraw-Hill Concise Encyclopedia of Bioscience



Reality is more complicated
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Video by Diarmuid Lloyd

• Population size changes over 
time

• Organisms are spatially 
distributed

• Organisms experience different 
conditions in different locations

Bacteria colonising the surface of a Petri dish

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Skin_shade_map.gif



Adding space to the models



Spatial Moran process

Organisms live on a graph (e.g. a regular 
D-dimensional lattice)

At each time step:
- pick up a random organism with 

probability proportional to its 
replication rate (1 for A, r for B)

- copy this organism to a randomly 
chosen neighbour
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Durrett, Foo & Leder 2015
Durrett & Moseley 2014
Durrett & Moseley 2012
Durrett & Zahle 2007
Komarova 2006

“Isothermal” theorem” (simplified version): Pfix the same as in the 
well-mixed case if the underlying graph is regular 

Maruyama 1970,1974
Lieberman et al 2005

“normal” space = no difference to the well-mixed Moran process



Adding population expansion
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“surfing 
probability” 
Psurf  
= Pfix at the 
moving frontier



Simple discrete model

Hallatschek & Nelson, Theor. Pop. Biol. 2008

Kimura’s stepping stone model ≈ Moran process with migration
• 1d lattice, each site can host at most N individuals
• migration and replication

Reproduction within a 
site = Moran process
with vacancies as 
another type of 
particles

migration (2 particles exchanged)

reproduction

. . . . . . 

space



Psurf is different than in the WM 
fixed-size model

Only organisms close to the front fix

Hallatschek & Nelson, Theor. Pop. Biol. 2008
Lehe, Hallatschek, Peliti, Neher, PLOS Comp. Biol. 2012
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Psurf increases with s much more 
slowly than for the WM model

Psurf

WM model
K=100, 316, 1000



In sum

The speed of biological evolution 
determined by how fast new mutations 
spread

The probability that a mutation fixes in the 
population

• is the same for fixed-size well-mixed and 
spatial populations 

• is different for expanding populations



“Applications”



Biological evolution in a microbial 
colony
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Psurf � s

Psurf � s1/2

Experiments in progress (O. Hallatschek)…

Psurf depends on front 
roughness



Evolution of antibiotic resistance 
in bacteria

low drug
concentration

high drug
concentration

A model similar to the stepping stone model:
• 1d chain of connected compartments
• bacteria reproduce, mutate, die, and migrate
• drug concentration changes in space  replication 

rate position-dependent

Antibiotics exert selective pressure on bacteria
When exposed to antibiotics, bacteria evolve resistance
Antibiotic concentration varies in space in real infections
How do bacteria respond to that?

P.Greulich, B. Waclaw, 
R. Allen, Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 109, 088101 
(2012)



antibiotic gradient

uniform distribution
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Computer simulation



Why are gradients faster?

MIC1 MIC
2

MIC3

growth 
rate

space

antibiotic concentration

space

no. of
bacteria

Strong selection for all mutants
Fast evolution – but only if gradient not too steep (otherwise not 
enough cells at the population’s frontier)



1d chains of compartments plate reader + stacker

antibiotic

Experiments



Results

A typical experiment

Resistant mutants emerge in 

• 20% runs in a uniform drug 
distribution

• 70% runs in a shallow gradient

• 20% runs in a steep gradient

Log(drug)

space

Increasing drug concentration

uniform shallow steep



Heterogeneity in cancer

Similar colours = genetically similar cells

• A simple model of surface 
growth predicts high degree 
of heterogeneity

• This is not the case for real 
tumours.

Gerlinger, M. at al., New England Journal of Medicine (2012)



A better model

© Paul Quast

Waclaw at el., Nature 2015



Only three most-common mutations have been marked

Heterogeneity can be strongly reduced by 
local migration, cell turnover (replication+ 
death), and expansion of faster-growing 
mutants

Waclaw at el., Nature 2015
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